The evolution of close binary stars in mass asymmetry (transfer) coordinate is considered. The conditions for the formation of stable symmetric binary stars are analyzed. The role of symmetrization of asymmetric binary star in the transformation of potential energy into internal energy of star and the release of a large amount of energy is revealed. PACS numbers: 26.90.+n, 
I. INTRODUCTION
Because mass transfer is an important observable for close binary systems in which the two stars are nearly in contact [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , it is meaningful and necessary to study the evolution of these stellar systems in the mass asymmetry coordinate η = (M 1 − M 2 )/(M 1 + M 2 ) where M i , (i = 1, 2), are the stellar masses. In our previous work [9] , we used classical Newtonian mechanics and study the evolution of the close binary stars in their center-ofmass frame by analyzing the total potential energy U(η) as a function of η at fixed total mass M = M 1 + M 2 and orbital angular momentum L = L i of the system. The limits for the formation and evolution of the di-star systems were derived and analyzed. We used theoretical methods which are being applied successfully to corresponding processes in nuclear systems where mass asymmetry plays an important role as the collective coordinate governing fusion of two heavy nuclei [10, 11] . Nuclear dynamics, of course, is quite different from the gravitational interactions in di-stars. Nuclear reactions are dominated by shortranged strong interactions, to which minor contributions of long-range (repulsive) Coulomb and centrifugal forces are superimposed. However, extending the methods and results from the femto-scale of microscopic nuclear physics to macroscopic binary stellar systems, we obtained that the driving potentials U(η) for the di-star systems looks like the driving potentials for the microscopic dinuclear systems [9] [10] [11] .
One should stress that in Ref. [9] the mass-asymmetry-independent structural factor was used as a free parameter. In the general, the dimensionless structural factor ω i is determined by the density profile of the star. In the present paper, we generalize the approach of Ref. [9] by employing the values of the structural factor of the stars from the model of Ref. [7] , Note that the model of Ref. [7] well describes the observable temperature-radius-massluminosity relations of stars, especially binary stars, the spectra of seismic oscillations of the Sun, distribution of stars on their masses, magnetic fields of stars and etc. The stellar radii, masses and temperatures are expressed by the corresponding ratios of the fundamental constants, and individuality of stars are determined by two parameters -by the charge and mass numbers of nuclei, from which a star is composed [7] .
Our theoretical approach is introduced in Sect. II. We explore the landscape of the total potential energy of the close binary system, searching specifically for the evolution paths in the mass asymmetry coordinate. In Sect. III the theoretical method is applied to concrete close binaries. It is shown that the mass transfer is one of the important sources of the transformation of the gravitational energy to other types of energy in the universe. In Sect.
IV the obtained results are summarized.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
The differential of total energy of di-star system as a function of relative distance R of two stars, conjugate canonical momentum P and mass asymmetry coordinate η reads as
The kinetic energy in η is assumed to be small and can be disregarded. In the center of mass system, the total energy of the di-star system is a sum of radial and orbital part of kinetic energies, and the potential energy. For the reasons seen below, we attach the orbital kinetic energy part to the star-star interaction V . In this case the expression of the total energy of the di-star system reads as
and radius
of the star from the model of Ref. [7] , we obtain
where, M ⊙ , and R ⊙ are mass and radius of the Sun, respectively. Because the average
is the average density of the Sun) increase with decreasing the mass M i of star [7] , the structural factor ω i depends on M i in Eq. (5). The change of η from 0 to 1 leads to the change of ω 1 by about of 16%. Note that in our work [9] the structural factor ω i was used as a free mass-asymmetry-independent parameter.
Because the two stars rotate with respect to each other around the common center of mass, the star-star interaction potential contains, together with the gravitational energy Q of the interaction of two stars, the kinetic energy of orbital rotation V rot :
where 
Because of Kepler's laws
with the period P orb,i of orbital rotation of the initial di-star system (orbital rotation of one star relative to the other). As seen from Eq. (12), the stability of the binary star system depends on the period P orb,i or the orbital angular momentum (with the mass asymmetry η i ) and the total mass M.
Employing Eq. (12), we can study the evolution of the di-star system in the mass asymmetry coordinate η. The extremal points of the potential energy as a function of η are found by solving numerically the equation
As seen, Eq. (14) is solved for η = η m = 0. At this value the potential has an extremum which is a minimum if
The transition point is α cr = α = 432 13 β = 432 13
If there is a minimum at η = 0 (α < α cr ), it is engulfed symmetrically by two barriers.
Expanding Eq. (14) up to the third order in η and solving it, we obtain the position of these barriers at η = ±η b , where
. So, at α < α cr the potential energy as a function of η has two symmetric maxima at (Fig. 1a) . At α ≥ α cr , η m = η b = 0 and we have the inverse U-type potential with maximum at η = 0. In such a system, the fusion of stars (one star "swallows" the other star) is the only mode of evolution in η transforming in the end the di-star into a mono-star with the release of energy
α. In this case the condition 0 < η b < 2 −1/2 means that in the asymmetric system with mass ratio M 1 /M 2 > (1 + 2 1/2 ) 2 ≈ 6 the stars fuse.
Thus, di-stars with |η| > η b are unlikely to exist for sufficiently long time. Indeed, the binary stars with a large mass ratio are very rare objects in the universe.
III. APPLICATION TO CLOSE BINARIES
In the calculations, we assume that the orbital angular momentum L i and the total mass M are conserved during the conservative evolution of the di-star in mass asymmetry coordinate η. The orbital angular momentum L i is calculated by using the experimental masses M i of stars and period P orb,i of their orbital rotation (see Appendix A).
One can express the potential energy (12) in units of
. As seen from 
, respectively the potential energies have symmetric barriers at η = ±η b and the minimum at η = η m = 0. As seen in Fig. 3 , the barrier in η appears as a result of the interplay between the total gravitational energy U 1 + U 2 of the stars and the star-star interaction potential V .
Both energies have different behavior as a function of mass asymmetry: U 1 + U 2 decreases and V increases with changing η from η = 0 to η = ±1. One should stress that the driving potentials U(η) for the di-star systems looks like the driving potentials for the microscopic dinuclear systems [10, 11] . Note that the same conclusion was derived in Ref. [9] by using the mass-asymmetry-independent (constant) structural factors ω i .
The evolution of the di-star system depends on the initial mass asymmetry η = η i at its formation. If the original di-star is asymmetric, but |η i | < η b , then it is energetically favorable to evolve in η to a configuration in the global minimum at η = 0, that is, to form a symmetric di-star system. The matter of a heavy star can move to an adjacent light star enforcing the symmetrization of di-star without additional driving energy. The symmetrization of asymmetric binary star leads to the decrease of potential energy U or the transformation of the potential energy into internal energy of stars. The resulting symmetric di-star is created at large excitation energy. For example, for the binary systems RR Cen (η i =0.65), V402 Aur (η i =0.66), and V921 Her (η i =0.61), the internal energies of stars increase during symmetrization by amount ∆U = U(η i ) − U(η = 0) = 2 × 10 41 , 10 41 , and 10 41 J, respectively. Because the most of close binary stars are asymmetric ones, the symmetrization process leads to the release of a large amount of energy in these systems and can be an important source of energy in the universe (see Tables I, II , and III). Note that accounting for the loss of angular momentum will lead to an increase of the value ∆U.
If |η i | > η b or η b = 0, the di-star system is unstable and evolves towards the mono-star system, thus, enforcing the asymmetrization of the di-star. The matter is transferred from the light star to the heavy star even without additional external energy. We found only one close binary system α Cr B (M 1 = 2.58M ⊙ , M 2 = 0.92M ⊙ , ω 1 = 1.30, ω 2 = 1.68, β/α = 0.039), for which |η i | = 0.47 > η b = 0.33 (Fig. 3) .
Because the fusion barriers B η in η are quite large for the systems with |η i | < η b in Tables   I, II, A spectacular recent case is KIC 9832227 which was predicted [13] to be merge in 2022, enlightening the sky as a red nova. For the fate of KIC 9832227 (η i = 0.63, η b = 0.84), we predict that a fast merger is excluded (see Fig. 7 ). This di-star is driven instead towards the mass symmetry. The mass is transferring from heavy star to light one and the relative distance between two stars and the period of the orbital rotation are decreasing. A huge amount of energy ∆U ≈ 10 41 J is released during the symmetrization. As seen in Fig. 7 , the di-stars KIC 9832227 and RR Cen (η i = 0.65, η b = 0.85) have almost the same η i , η b , and potential energy shapes. So, the observation of the RR Cen di-star is also desirable. It should be stressed that the observational data of Ref. [14] negate the 2022 red nova merger prediction [13] .
IV. SUMMARY
The isolated close binary star systems evolve along well defined trajectories in classical phase space. We have shown that energy conservation is enough to fix the trajectory of the system in the potential energy landscape defined by the total mass and orbital angular momentum of system. Exploiting the stationarity of the total energy, stability conditions were derived and investigated as functions of the mass asymmetry parameter η. We have shown that this collective degree of freedom plays a comparable important role in macroscopic object as well as in microscopic dinuclear systems. In close di-star systems, the mass asymmetry coordinate can govern the fusion (merger) and symmetrization (due to the mass transfer) processes of two stars. An interesting aspect is that once η has been determined e.g. by observation, it allows to conclude on the stellar structure parameters α or, likewise,
Our novel theoretical treatment of di-star system is based on the fact that after the formation process the lifetime of a di-star system is long enough to reach equilibrium conditions in the mass asymmetry coordinate. Hence, we could conclude that the system will be a member of the sample of all di-star and mono-star configurations with the probabilities depending on the potential energies of a given configuration. For all systems considered, Because the two stars rotate with respect to each other around the common center of mass, the star-star interaction potential contains, together with the gravitational energy of interaction of two stars, the kinetic energy of orbital rotation:
where L is the orbital angular momentum of the di-star which is conserved during the conservative mass transfer. From the conditions ∂V /∂R| R=Rm = 0 and ∂ 2 V /∂R 2 | R=Rm = GµM/R 3 m > 0, we find the relative equilibrium distance between two stars corresponding to the minimum of V :
Using Eq. (A2) and
for the period of orbital rotation of the di-star system (Kepler's third law), we obtain
and derive the simple expression
where
coincides with β from Sect. 2 because
Here, the relation L = L i follows from Eqs. (9) and (A2).
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